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High Precision Measurements of the Ground State Hyperfine Structure Interval of Muonium
and of the Muon Magnetic Moment
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High precision measurements of two Zeeman hyperfine transitions in the ground state of muonium in
a strong magnetic field have been made at LAMPF using microwave magnetic resonance spectroscopy
and a resonance line narrowing technique. These determine the most precise values of the ground
state hyperfine structure interval of muoniumDn  4 463 302 765s53d Hz s12 ppbd, and of the ratio
of magnetic momentsmmymp  3.183 345 13s39d s120 ppbd, representing a factor of 3 improvement.
Values of the mass ratiommyme and the fine structure constanta are derived from these results.
[S0031-9007(98)08281-7]
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Muonium (m1e2, M) is the hydrogenlike bound state
of a positive muon and an electron. However, unlike fo
hydrogen, theoretical predictions of its ground state hype
fine structure can be obtained with high precision since t
complications of proton structure are absent. This enab
a most sensitive test of two-body bound state QED to b
made, with the assumption ofe 2 m universality. Hy-
perfine transition measurements may also be used to
tract the fundamental constantsmmymp and mmyme. In
addition, using the theory, the fine structure constanta

can be determined and used to test the internal consiste
of QED through comparison witha determined from the
electron anomalousg factor,ae.

In a static magnetic field the muonium ground stat
12S1y2 energy levels are described by the Hamiltonian [1

H  hDnIm ? J 2 m
m
B g0

mIm ? H 1 me
BgJJ ? H , (1)

whereIm is the muon spin operator,J is the electron to-
tal angular momentum operator,H is the external static
magnetic field, and the muon (electron) Bohr magneton
denoted bym

m
B sme

Bd. The gyromagnetic ratios of an elec-
tron bound in muonium,gJ , and of a muon in muonium,
g0

m, differ from the free values,ge andgm, by binding cor-
rections [2]
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In a strong field the ground state splits into fou
substates defined by the magnetic quantum num
bers sMJ , Mmd, and the transitions fors1y2, 1y2d $
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s1y2, 21y2d designated n12, and s21y2, 21y2d $
s21y2, 1y2d designatedn34, are observed by a microwave
magnetic resonance technique. The transition frequenc
based on (1) are given by the Breit-Rabi formula [1]
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where x  sgJm
e
B 1 g0

mm
m
B dHyshDnd is proportional to

the magnetic field strength,H. We use the Larmor
relation, 2mpH  hnp, and NMR to determineH in
terms of the free proton precession frequency,np , and the
proton magnetic moment,mp. Then using (4), (5), and
measurements of the transition frequenciesn12 and n34,
we extractDn andmmymp for positive muons [3].

The muons for the experiment were derived from th
linear accelerator at the Clinton P. Anderson Meso
Physics Facility (LAMPF) at Los Alamos, which pro-
duced an 800 MeV proton beam in650 ms pulses at
120 Hz. Interactions of the proton beam with a graphit
target produced manyp1, whose parity violating decay
at rest near the surface of the target yielded negative h
licity m1. These were transported to the experiment
apparatus by the stopped muon channel (SMC) [4], whic
was tuned to acceptm1 of 28 MeVyc which were nearly
100% polarized, had a FWHMDpyp of 10%, and yielded
an average intensity of a few3107 m1ys. Impurities in
the beam were reduced by gas barriers and anE 3 H
separator which reduced the ratioe1ym1 in the beam
from about 10 to 0.03 [5].
© 1999 The American Physical Society 711
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At the end of the SMC, the muons entered the bore o
large superconducting solenoidal MRI magnet at a field
1.7 T. Centered in the solenoid was a copper pillbox m
crowave cavity containing either 0.8 or 1.5 atm of 99.97%
pure krypton gas, with an O2 content ,5 ppm (ppm:
parts per106). Collisions in the gas slowed the muons
which stopped and formed polarized muonium predom
nantly in thes1y2, 21y2d ands21y2, 21y2d states through
the spin-preserving electron capture reactionm1 1 Kr !
m1e2 1 Kr1 [1]. With the time constant of the muon
lifetime,tm  2.197 03s4d ms [6], the muons would decay
weakly viam1 ! e1 1 ne 1 n̄m, where the momentum
and angle of the decaye1 are functions of the muon po-
larization. Since high momenta decay positrons are em
ted preferentially in the direction of the muon spin, b
driving the n12 and n34 transitions with an applied mi-
crowave magnetic field perpendicular to the static fieldH,
the muon spin could be flipped and the angular distributio
of high momenta positrons changed from predominant
upstream to downstream with respect to the beam dire
tion [1]. An aluminum endcap and polyethylene absorb
downstream of the cavity absorbed positrons with energ
below 35 MeV, followed by two scintillators operated in
coincidence to detect the high momenta decaye1.

We define the signal,Ssn, Hd  sNonyNoff 2 1d,
whereNon is the number of positrons detected downstrea
of the microwave cavity with an applied microwave mag
netic field of frequencyn in a magnetic field of strength
H, andNoff the number with no applied microwave field
Close to resonance,S becomes large and positive. In
practice, the number of detected positrons was normaliz
to the number of incident muons, whose flux and profi
were monitored with a thin plastic scintillator and wire
chamber upstream of the microwave cavity. A schema
of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.

The cavity was designed to be resonant simultaneou
in the TM110 mode at then12 transition frequency of about
1897.5 MHz, and in the TM210 mode at then34 frequency
of roughly 2565.8 MHz. In a typical resonance line sca
one mode of the cavity was excited for 10 cycles of th

FIG. 1. A schematic of the experimental apparatus.
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proton beam andNon counts were accumulated, then fo
10 cycles the microwave field was turned off andNoff was
measured. In the next 20 cycles the other transition w
measured.

Resonance curves were obtained using two techniqu
In the magnetic field sweep of the resonance lines
fixed microwave frequency, data were taken at a particu
field for 10 sec, then the current of a 69 cm bo
normal conducting modulation coil was increased
decreased. About 120 steps were used to changeH by
60.005 T about a central field of 1.7 T, with each ste
corresponding to a change in the microwave transit
frequency of about 3.2 kHz. Using small steps reduc
the field measurement error associated with induc
currents. In the microwave frequency sweep at fix
magnetic field strength, 20 steps of about 20 kHz we
made while quartz tuning bars located inside the krypt
gas target were moved to keep the cavity in tune.

It was important to measure and stabilize all variab
which affect the center and shape of the resonance cur
The magnetic field provided by the solenoid was sta
to 1 part in 107 to 108 per hour, with a peak to peak in
homogeneity of#1 ppm over the volume in which muo-
nium was formed. A pulsed NMR magnetometer [7] wi
eight probes measured the field outside the cavity s
eral times per second in terms of the free induction dec
precession frequency of protons in a zero susceptibi
H2O 1 NiCl2 (, 0.15 Molyl) solution. A radially mov-
able NMR probe determined the relation of the fie
outside to the inside of the cavity. Finally, the NMR
frequency of the movable probe was related to the equi
lent free proton precession frequency by comparison w
an absolute calibration probe [8] containing a spheri
water sample for which the dominant shielding and su
ceptibility corrections, including those from air, have be
made. This allowed the absolute field at each point
be known to.0.1 ppm. Another important experimenta
variable was the microwave power which was active
stabilized to #7 3 1024 across a line. Typically 3–
5 watts of microwave power were used, where the Q
the cavity was 14 000 at then12 frequency in the TM110
mode, and 19 000 atn34 in the TM210 mode. The tem-
perature of the krypton gas target was monitored w
thermocouples and RTD sensors to a precision of 0.2±C,
and was stable within 0.1±C. The gas pressure wa
measured by a Mensor gauge to a precision of,5 3

1024 atm. Finally, because the magnetic field was n
perfectly homogeneous, each volume element in the c
ity had a slightly different resonance line center. In ord
to weight each element correctly, the stopped muons s
tial distribution was obtained with a planar wire chambe

A major improvement of this experiment over th
earlier work [9] is the use of a resonance line narrowi
technique [10]. In the conventional approach, the sign
S, is obtained by counting positrons throughout the bea
on time. In terms of the muon lifetime,tm, and the square
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of the transition matrix element,jbijj
2, the signal shape is

roughly described by

S ,
2jbijj

2

4p2snij 2 nd2 1 4jbijj2 1 1yt2
m

, (6)

wherenij sij  12, 34d is the transition frequency andn
is the applied microwave magnetic field frequency. In th
limit of zero microwave power (jbijj

2 ! 0) the linewidth
.1ysptmd  145 kHz. Observing “old muonium” atoms
which have lived several times longer thantm while
interacting coherently with the microwave magnetic fiel
results in narrower lines with larger signal amplitude
This was achieved through the use of anE field chopper
[5] which modulated them1 beam with a4 ms beam-
on period followed by a10 ms beam-off period, during
which the beam was nearly 99% extinguished. Dec
positron counts were accumulated in eleven0.95 ms
wide windows, with each successive window observin
increasingly old muonium atoms. Lines narrower than th
conventional linewidth by a factor of 3 were observed, a
were significantly larger signal amplitudes. Both feature
compensated the reduction in counting rate and reduc
some systematic errors.

The centers of the resonance curves were determin
by fitting a theoretical resonance line shape [10,11] to t
data. The theoretical signal incorporated the measur
magnetic field distribution, the ideal microwave powe
distributions, the muon stopping distribution, the soli
angle for detection of ane1 from m1 decay, the effects
of the residual unchopped beam, and integrals over t
duration of the muon pulse and volume in which muonium
was formed. In total, about 200 conventional resonan
lines and 1070 old muonium lines were analyzed (s
Fig. 2). Thex2 distributions of the fits indicated good
agreement between the theoretical line shape and
experimental data. The transition frequencies resulti
from the fits were then transformed to their values i
a magnetic field strength corresponding to a free prot
precession frequency of 72.320 000 MHz. The data we
taken at 0.8 and 1.5 atm, and so were corrected for
small quadratic pressure shift [9,12] and then extrapolat
linearly to zero pressure to obtainDn and mmymp .
The results obtained from each sweeping method we
consistent, and were combined to yield our final results

n12sexpd  1 897 539 800s35d Hz s18 ppbd , (7)

n34sexpd  2 565 762 965s43d Hz s17 ppbd , (8)

Dnsexpd  4 463 302 765s53d Hz s12 ppbd , (9)

mmymp  3.183 345 13s39d s120 ppbd , (10)

where the linear correlation coefficient ofn12 and n34
is 20.073 and that of mmymp and Dn is 0.11. The
sources of uncertainty in the results, primarily statistica
are outlined in Table I (ppb: parts per109).
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FIG. 2. Resonance curves obtained by sweeping the magn
field using a conventional method, and from different tim
windows after muonium production are shown on the le
Microwave frequency sweep curves are on the right. The so
curves are fits to the theoretical line shape [10,11].

Interest in these results stems from their use in mak
precision tests of QED and for extracting fundamen
constants. To this end, we combine (9) and (10) w
the results of the last precision experiment [9] to obtain

Dnsexpd  4 463 302 776s51d Hz s11 ppbd , (11)

mmymp  3.183 345 24s37d s120 ppbd . (12)

A precise value for the ratiommyme can be obtained
from (12) through the relation

mm

me


√
gm

2

! √
mp

mm

! √
m

e
B

mp

!
 206.768 277s24d s120 ppbd , (13)

where we have usedmmymp from (12),gm  2
°
1 1 am

¢
wheream  1 165 923s8.5d 3 1029 [13], andmpym

e
B 

1.521 032 202s15d 3 1023 [14].
To test QED requires a theoretical prediction forDn,

which is described in leading order by the Fermi formul

DnsFermid 
16
3

a2cR`

me

mm

"
1 1

me

mm

#23

. (14)

Corrections to this formula have been calculated ov
the last few decades, with the most recent theoreti
work described in [15]. In modern terms, the groun
state hyperfine splitting is decomposed into the non
coil and recoil contributions of QED diagrams, as well
weak and hadronic contributions. The hyperfine splitti
comes mainly from the nonrecoil term, which includes t
Fermi term in leading order. The recoil term correctio
713
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TABLE I. The sources of uncertainty are outlined in thi
table. Run dependent errors are added in quadrature before
taken under different running conditions are combined. Erro
common to all data sets are then added in quadrature.

dDn dDn dsmmympd
Run dependent uncertainties [Hz] [ppb] [ppb]

Sweep mode H n H n H n

Statistical error 89 60 20 13 191 129
Kr density fluctuations 2 2 0.4 0.4 0 0
Drift of Kr density calibration 22 11 4.9 2.5 0 0
Muon stopping distribution 8 5 1.8 1.2 19 17
Magnetic field distribution 0 0 0 0 67 54
Microwave power uncertainty 5 9 1.1 2.0 11 20

Subtotal 92 62 21 14 204 142

Uncertainty in combined
results 51 12 117

dDn dDn dsmmympd
Run independent uncertainties [Hz] [ppb] [ppb]

Apparatus effect onH field 0 0 30
Absolute calibration ofH field 0 0 21
Calibration of Kr density 11 2.5 0
Hydrogen contamination 10 2.2 0
Quadratic pressure shift 8.5 1.9 11
Bloch-Siegert term

and nonres. states [19] 2.8 0.6 0

Total common systematic
errors 17 3.9 38

contributes about 800 kHz (180 ppm), while the effects
hadronic vacuum polarization and the weak contributi
from Z0 exchange are at the level of 0.250 kHz (56 pp
and20.065 kHz (15 ppb), respectively.

Using a21  137.035 999 58s52d (3.8 ppb) [16,17],
R`  10 973 731.568 639s91d m21 [18], and mmyme

from (13), a value ofDn can be calculated from the lates
theoretical formulation [16]

Dnstheoryd  4 463 302 563s510d s34ds#100d Hz , (15)

where the errors, in order, are those frommmyme, a,
and an estimate of the uncertainty from uncalculat
terms. Differing estimates of the latter have been ma
[15]. The fractional differencefDnsexpd 2 Dnstheorydgy
Dnsexpd  48 6 120 ppb represents one of the mos
sensitive tests of the validity of bound state QED.

Alternatively, one may regard the mass ratiommyme as
a parameter inDnstheoryd which can be determined by
the experimental resultDnsexpd. This yields the ratios
mmyme  206.768 267 0s55d (27 ppb), andmmymp 
3.183 345 396s94d (30 ppb), where we have useda and
R` as in (15). Similarly, we can extract a value fo
the fine structure constanta, using mmyme from (13),
yielding a21  137.035 996 3s80d (58 ppb).

Significant future improvement in determiningmmymp

andDn would probably require measuring a third trans
tion and/or a new reference standard for the magnetom
714
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ter, and the use of a more intense pulsed muon sou
The latter may be achieved at the Japan Hadron Fac
or at the front end of a muon collider.
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